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• BY MODERN QUILT STUDIO 
• FINISHED SIZES: SMALL & LARGE 
•  PATTERN AVAILABLE IN MARCH/APRIL 2021  

AT WWW.BENARTEX.COM

WARP + WEFT
Gift  Bags



Whether it’s a small bag for a Hanukkah dreidel and gelt or a larger holiday gift bag for books or 
a sweater, these reusable, double drawstring bags close easily and snugly—simply pull both ends. 

 
MATERIALS small bag  large bag
Exterior fabric ¼ yd Solstice stripe 2451Y-55 ½ yd Holly multiplaid 2452Y-48
Lining & Channel fabric ¼ yd Glacier multiplaid 2452Y-58 ¾ yd Fir mini gingham 2454Y-48
Drawstring fabric ¼ yd Ice mini gingham 2454Y-05 ¼ yd Candy Cane stripe 2451Y-10

CUT 2 EACH
Exterior panels 5½"×9"  14½"×21" 
Lining panels 5½"×9"  14½"×21"
Channels 5"×3"  14"×4"
Drawstrings 2"×19"  2"×37"

1. With right sides of a lining 
and exterior panel facing, 
sew along sides and top 
edges. (Small size shown) 

2. Turn panel right side out, 
then fold bottom edges in 
¼" and press. With channel 
¾" from the top, center and 
stitch 1⁄8" in on the long 
edges, backtacking at ends. 
Repeat to make two panels.

3. With right sides of two 
finished panels facing, 
sew 1⁄8" from their edges 
and bottom , beginning 
and ending just below the 
channel and backtacking 
at ends.

4. Turn the bag right-side out, 
insert drawstrings, then 
knot ends.

1. With right sides together, fold a 
channel piece in half lengthwise. 

2. Sew ¼" from the long edge and 
one of the short edges.

3. Turn right side out and press.

4.  Fold the open end in ¼", then 
stitch 1⁄8" from the edge. Repeat 
to make a second channel.
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s 1. Press edges of the 2" strip to 

the center. 

2. Press ends in ¼".

3. Press in half lengthwise.

4. Stitch closed 1⁄8" from the edges, 
backtacking at ends. Repeat to 
make a second drawstring.
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Warp+Weft Gift Bags

featuring

Warp + Weft Gift Bags feature Modern Quilt Studio’s Warp + Weft 
Holiday fabric line for Contempo Studio of Benartex Fabrics. 
Pattern ©2020 Modern Quilt Studio. 
Not for resale.
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